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Ca libration of microwave noise sour ces requires a standard source , an attenuator, and 
an instrument for comparing microwave power levels. A modified Dicke radiometer is 
used for this comparison. CA detailed ana lysis of the radiome ter is undertaken employing 
t he cascading matrix of each waveguide elem ent, in order to evaluate the balance error . 
The analysis accounts for the general case of noise power arising from lossy elements of the 
radiomet er and shows how these can often be accounted for by discussing t emperatures in 
excess of some reference t emperat ure To. It also displays se veral pote ntial Sources of error 
in such radiometer s and provides the q uant it ative basis for keep ing these s ufficiently small. 
Fluctu ations are analyzed as a bas is for estimat ing sensit iv ity of meas urement. Procedures 
for adjusting t he radiometer t o a ccount for t he characte ri ~ ti cg of t h e two input paths are 
given . The res ult" a re carried t hrou gh second order in t he various r eflec tion coeffi cients or 
re lated scattering matrix e le men ts involved , which are assumed to be s ma ll qUa nt ities 'J 

1. Introduction 

The N ational Bureau of S tandards is concerned with the developmen t and maintenance of 
na tional s tandards of microwave noise power and with calibration of workin g or interlaboratory 
s tandaTCls. This \vork r equires a s tandard source, a SOUl'ce to be calibrated, an attenuator, and 
a radiometer for deteCting th e equality of microwave noise power levels [Dicke, 1946; Selove, 
1954; Mayer, M cCullough , and Sloanaker , 1958; Estin , Trembath, Wells, and Day wi tt, 1960 ; 
Wells, D aywitt, and Miller , 1962]. One source is attenuated a known amount until its power 
level is equ al to the power level of the second source. In order to evaluttte the calibration, all 
errors introduced by the mdiolllcLer must be known to second order in the small error qU t, ntities. 
No such analysis is found in th e literfLture. 

Th e radiom eLer is first described. An ftnnlysis of the waveguide portion is undertaken 
using t he cascading aJld scatt erin g matrices of network componen ts . Noise arising in the net
works is explicitly included. Th e mixer-IF is analyzed, and spectra aL various points in the 
receiver are described. The effec ts or s tatisLical flu ctuaLion s are es timated. The analysis 
yields a balance equation which is specialized to three conveni en t mcLhods of op era tion. A 
typical errol' analysis is perforlll ed with particuhw scatterin g matrices. Finally, all errors ar e 
evalua ted numeri cally and summarized . 

2. Description of Radiometer 

One source of microwave noise power is an argon gas discha rge tube lO .3a ted wi thin a 
rectangular waveguide [Mumford, 1949; Johnson and D el'emer, 1951; Knol , 1951 ; Bridges, 
1954; Knol, 1957]. The noise power produced by a gas discharge may be calculated if thermo
dynamic equilibrium is assumed ; however, such an assumption is not justifted. Such calculated 
results could be in error by about 0.5 db. The noise power from such a device is stable, however , 
to bet t er than 0.001 db when the discharge current is regulated. The argon noise source 
employed for WR 90 waveguide (8. 20 Gcls to 12.4 Gc/s) consis ts of a t ube about 1 cm in diameter 
and 30 em long mounted at a small angle to the axis of a rectangular waveguide, intersecting the 
broad wall of the waveguide. 

Th e most sui table standard of microwave noise power is a blackbody r adiator [Sutcliffe, 
] 956], the power of which is given by the low frequency approximation to the Planck radiation 
law. One configura tion may consist of a uniform piece of sin ter ed silicon carbide mounted in a 
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waveguide section, as shown in figure 1, and heated to a uniform temperature of about 1,000 oK. 
\Vater cooling is used on one end of a short stainless steel thermal insulating section, so the 
tempera ture drop is taken across a short distance (1 em). 

PLUG 

FLANGE 

FIGURE 1. A typical standard may consist of a lossy 
tel·mination in low-loss waveguide. 

11'ho standard is heated in an oven. 

The radiOlneter is patterned after that of Dicke, with ferrite modulators in place of his 
rotating vane attenuators (figs. 2a and 2b). In critical applications, motor-driven rotary vane 
iI ttenuators may serve as modulators, as ferrite modulators may have drifting characteristics 
and are sensitive to stray magnetic fields. Each input is alternately connectei to the hybrid 
junction, after which the signal from either source travels the same path. The modulated 
noise signals are heterodyned to an intermediate frequency by a local oscillator and amplified. 
The signal is fmther detected, filtered by a narrow-band filter centered at the modulation fre
quency, amplified, and ultimately displayed on a recording galvanometer. 

(0 ) 

( b) 

Ao- ----o A 

B 
BAlANCED 
HilER 

(ll FIGURE 2a. Genemtor portion oj a mdiometer . 

FI GURE 2b. Receive!· portion of mdiometer. 

We shall derive an adjustment procedure that compensates many of the inequalities in the 
two branches of the radiometer. The analysis is done in detail so as to clearly display all the 
assumptions and approximations that are used. Other waveguide configurations are easily 
analyzed by the matrix methods presented here. 

A calibrated attenuator is used to attenuate the source with higher power until the unknown 
source and the known somce balance each other. The fulal calibration is in terms of decibels 
above kTo!!'v [IRE, 1960], where k is Boltzmann's constant, To is an accepted reference temper
ature, and !!.v is the limiting RF bandwidth of the system. The maximum Tesolution of source 
temperature is limited by system noise and the bandwidths of the system, which determine 
output fluctuations. 

3. Radiometer Analysis- Waveguide Portion 

The radiolll.eter waveguide network shown in figure 2a is a member of a general class of 
waveguide networks which consists of the connection to a common junction of arbitrary groups 
of series-connected two-port components. Each group may be represented by its equivalent 
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cnscclding malrix, which is Lhc product of the cascading matrices charactcrizing each two-por t 
component. Such ,1 J1cLworlc is shown in figure 3a. W'e shall be interested in tho volL/l,go at 
l·derence plalle A- A, ' Ve shall Lherefore represonL each cascading maLrix an d sourco by an 
equivalent sourco of refloction coefficient r ;, and equivalen t temperature 1 \ as shown ill figure 
3b . F or considera Lion of the voltage at reference plane A- A, the neLwork to the left of the 
reference pl ane may be replaced by an equivalent source of impedfU1ce Zc, reflection coeffIcient 
r c, and con taining an equivalent generator of voltage ec, as shown in figure 3c. 

(0 ) 

." T,.f, 

( b ) 

(C) at ~ bf 

fG ,ze:~ -:- &:~'ZL 
(,ms) "'---t6-~ ( , ms) 

A 
RMS VALUES ARE INDICATED 

FIGl.7RE 3a. General n-port netw01'k with losses, 
equivalent to figw'e 2a. 

E ach of n arm s contains a tota l equivalent cascaciing m atrix P i at a 
LeJnperaturc T i. 'J'110 junction is at a temperature 'l'J. \\'0 shall 
be concerned with the voltage at reference plane A- A, shown in 
ann n. 

FIG U Rl, 3b. This geneml n-p01't network is the one 
in which the sottrces and cascading m atrices shown 
in figure 3a have been re p/aced by equivalent te1'1ni
nations at temperat w'es T ;' , sow'ce voltages C i' , and 
wi th re flecti on coeiJicients r ;" 

The reference plane A- A is sho wn . 

FICUl~E 3c , I n this figure. the entil'e n etw01'/c oj' 
figw'e 3b to the left oJ ref el'ence plane .!I - A has b ee;~ 
replaced by an equivalen t genemtor oJ voltage ec, 
wi th an equivalent source l'e flection coefficient r G 
which is related to the equivalent gen erator i mpedance 
ZG· 

'rhe waves at and bt arc disc ll ssed in the text. 'T'l1 o direction of these 
waves is intentiona lly chosen as shown in ordef to correspond t.o 
the incident and emergent waves at th e refefell ce planes A- A in 
fi gures 3a and 3b . 

In figure 2b Lhe mixer-'IF ouLput voltage is po tulated to be a linearly related to the voltage 
nL its input termin als. Th e rest of the receiver may operate further on this volltl,ge to give an 
ou (pu t indication related to this voltage, such as the modulation amp]i tude or iLs mean square, 
cl parL from superirnposed staListical flucLuations, of course. 

'Ve must calculaLe the total terminal voltage at reference plane A- A as shown in figm e 3. 
' Ve shall solve for this voltage in figure 3c, then generalize to figure 3b, and finally gener alize 
to figure 3a, This solution may then be used with appropriate simplificaLiol1s to analyze the 
particular configuration of figure 2a. 

At any kth reference plane of the network, the real, time dependent fields, if r estricted to 
a finite time interval often conveniently normalized to uni ty, may be represented by a Fomier 
integral. Provided the interval is sufficiently long, the Fourier amplitudes become known in mag
nitude in the sense that they have a spectral density (on the axis of frequency v) relatable to kT. 
Each Fourier component of the fields of a given mode may, from well-known waveguide theory, 
be discussed by means of amplitude coefficients Vk, i k, a k, and bk , These coefficients are closely 
related to voltages, currents, and incident and emergent voltage waves, respectively. These 
quan tities, applicable to a single assumed propagating mode, are related through the charac
teristic impedance Zo (here assumed the same for each arm) by the equations 

v= a+ b, 

zoi= a- b, 

where the subscript k has been ch·opped. 
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We may therefore discuss transmission tlll'ough the network using complex amplitudes of 
harmonically time dependent voltage density waves at frequency v and synthesize to the actual 
case of nonsinusoidal t ime dependence of noise by the usual integration over the appropriate 
frequency range. The network transmission properties will be characterized by matrices whose 
elemen ts are complex functions of v. The mean square voltages over the time interval or the 
powers may be obtained by Parseval's theorem, that is, an integration of the square of the 
absolute value of the (normalized) Fourier amplitude over a frequency range which spans the 
limiting bandwidth of the system. This relation makes it convenient to deal with rms rather 
than peak values of a, b, and v in what follows. 

The waves a t and bt in figure 3c may be decomposed into two parts, given by 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

The quantity aO or bO is the wave that would be launched down a reflectionless line by the partic
ular generator, L or G, respectively. For aD, a reflection less lin e would mean r o= (zo- zo) / 
(zo+ zo) = 0, or Zo=Zo, and similarly for bOo Then 

aO= CLZO/(ZO + ZL) = !(1 - rL)CL, 

bO = cczo/(zo + zc) = !(1- ro)cc. 

It may easily be shown, using (3. 1), (3.2), and (3.4) that 

v= at+ bt= (1 + ro)ao/ (l - rLrO) + (1 + rL)bo/ (l - rLrO)' 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

ro and rL are independent of frequency for suffi ciently small b.v. rL is fixed for a particular 
receiver input impedance, and ro will not vary during the process of making a measurement by 
adjusting the calibrated attenuator if the radiometer is properly designed. These observations 
permit us to absorb the coefficients of aO and bO in (3.7) into the constants of the receiver re
sponse and to focus attention on aO and bO only. To the extent that the equivalent reflection 
coefficient ro of the source is not constant as the radiometer is operated, an error is incurred. 
If the variation of ro is lrnown, a correction could be applied. If aO is constant also, the receiver 
output is, apart from a constant, proportional to bOo 

This situation is generalized to the general n-port network of figure 3b. The equivalent 
source eo results from that portion of the network to the left of the reference plane A-A in 
figure 3b. Let there exist at each port of the network an incident wave a t and an emergent 
wave V We index the ports by i = l , 2, . .. , n. 

Consider the total incident wave a; at port i. By the superposition theorem it consists 
of the sum of contributions from each source of the network operating alone. We index the 
sources by 1. = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n, where the index zero designates sources in the junction, and the 
other indices designate the sources terminating the respective arms. For A ,t-i, the contribu
tion ai). is that partial wave incident on the ith reference plane which has been established by 
the source A,t-i. This partial wave, incidentally, is a reflection from r ;. For A= i, it is con
venient to further decompose the partial wave established by the source A= i into parts a~ and 
aii where a~ is the wave that would be launched by the source i down a reflectionless line, and 
aii is the remainder of the actual partial wave established by tho source A= i. Only the portion 
Gii is a reflection from r ;. These considerations may be expressed as 

n 
a:=a~+ :Z=+aiA=a~+ai ' 

}.=o 
(3.8) 

The total emergent wave bl at port i likewise consists of the superposition of contributions 
from all sources in the network. For A,t-O, the contribution bi ). is that wave emergent from 
the ith reference plane which has been established by the source A ,t-O. This partial wave, 
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incidentally, is a scaLLering of all the incident waves. For A= O it is convenient to decompose 
the contribu Lion from the sources within the j unction in to parts b~ and biO , where b~ is the wave 
which would be launched by the junction source (\ = 0) down an n i if r ;=o for all i, and biO 
is the remainder of the acLual partial wave esLablished in arm i by the source O. Only the 
pOl'Lion biO is a scaLlering of incident waves. Thus the expression 

represents the total emergent wave at port i. 
The analysis preserves the familiar refiection law for the partial waves in Lhe [oml 

A "cO, 

Summing over all A we have, using (3.8) and (3.9), 

ai= r ;( b~+ b i) ' 

(3. 9) 

(3. 10) 

The analysis also preserves the familiar scattering law for the partial waves, for scat t.ering 
matrix clements Sik, in the form 

biO= ~ SikakO, 1- = 0. 

Again summing over all A we have 

In matrL" notation (3 .8), (3 .9 ), (3 .10 ), and (3. 11 ) become 

(3.11 ) 

(3. 12) 

(3 .13) 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

where r' is the diagonal matrix with clements r ;, i = l, 2, ... n; S is the n X n scattering 
matrix; and the a's and b's are column matrices. These are the basic equations of the circuit 
and constitute the generalization of (3 .3 ) and (3.4). 

These four equations are easily solved for the matrix b t, eliminating the unknown matrix a. 
' !If e obtain, using the unit matrix 1, 

From the matrix form of (3.1) applied to at and bt , the vol tage at any port is given by 

v= ao + (1 + r')bI = ao+ (1 + r') (I - Sr') -l(Sao + bO). 

(3.16) 

(3. 17) 

This is the general solution for an 71-port network. The voltage density at a ny port 
contains contributions from the terminations of all ports and from the losses with in the junction 
itself. This shows the possibility of "leakage" from terminations other than the desired 
one if these terminations are not sufficiently isolated. 
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N ow we may further generalize the situation to that of figure 3a, where scattering matrices. 
have been introduced into each arm which will be used to perform the modulation and the 
balancing. We have defined the scattering matrix by (3. 1.'). For a two-port network we 
lllay define a cascading matrix P sLlch that 

(3.18) 

It is rela ted to the scattering III a tl'ix by 

(3. 19) 

This ma trix has the property that the cascading matrix for a number of two-ports in serics is 
the product of their respective cascading matrices, allowing us to deal with any combination 
of microwave components in each arm, even including lossy sections of line. The total cas
cading matrix may then be changed back into the total scattering matrix by the relation 

( 8ll 812) = (P21 /Pll P22 - PI2P21 /Pl1). 
821 822 l /Pll - P12/PII 

(3.20) 

vVe wish to know the equivalent source refiection coefficient r' and the equivalent so urce 
voltage density e' of a two-port driven by a source of reflection coefficient r and of voltage 
density e. (The index of the two-port has been temporarily suppressed.) It can easily be 
shown that 

(3.2 1) 

One can also show that, neglecting sources within the two-port matrix, 

e' = 821 (1- r)e/(1-8ur) (1 - r'). (3.22) 

The matrix aO hRs elements of the form of (3 .5) . Thus 

(3.23) 

The elements 8~1 are explicitly displayed since the comparison of power levels described later 
will depend on these elements. The matrix bO will depend on the properties of the junction 
and any source in the junction. So long as these properties are time-independent, the matrix b[} 
need not be explicitly evaluated for our purposes. 

Having developed this very general formalism, we now apply it to the three-port junction 
shown in figure 4. In this case (3 .16) becomes 

5 

A ~ __ ______ ---0 A 

t r; 
.-L---'--, 
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FIGURE 4. General three-port network consisting oJ 
three equivalent scattering matrices Sl, S2, and 83 , 

of temperatures TI, T 2, and T 3 connected to a com
mon junction characterized by a scattering matrix S 
(without s1tperscript) and of temperature TJ • 

We wish to calculate the voltage at reference plane A-A. 
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\\,hcre th e coeffi cienls ~ll' e given by 

N31 = [S2!S32r~r~+ S31 r; (1-s22r~) ]fdet (1 - Sr') 

N 3Z = [SI2S3I r~r~+ S32r;(1 - sllr;) lfdet (I-Sr') 

N33= [ - S12S2I r~r~+ (l-sll r;) (1 - S22 r;) lfdet (I-Sr') 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

(3.28) 

(3 .29) 

(3 .30) 

We have previously noted thft t r~ is constant. If also, through careful design and use of 
isolators, r~ and r; are independent of changes in the quantities of (3.21) caused by modu
lation or substitution of difl'erent terminations r , all T and N coefficienls in (3.25) through 
(3 .31) are constant; and , if the b~ are constant, then 

If further a~ is constant, as it would be jf the elem ents of S3 are constant and co nta ill no V~tl'y

ing sources, then 
(3.32) 

For the radiometer problel1 l, all sources in the network consist of thermal noise, so that 
we shall always be interested in the absolute squares of t he w~tves , which <1re relatable to tem
peratures. Furthermore, waves arising from different thermal sources, such as a~ and ag in 
(3.32) will be un conelated so that the absolu te square averaged over any finite band will con
tain no contribution from cross produ cts. With the understanding that this averaging will 
nlways even t ually be don e, such cross products will not be carried hcreafter. 

Thc spectra l densily of yollage for grey-body noise is [Allis [mel H edin, ]952] 

(3 .33) 

for real ZO . I ' Ve use th e faclol' 2k T instead of the more cOllllllonly seen factor 4k T because 
we extend the density over lbe axis of negative as well as positi,"e frequ cnc:,>-. Thus in figure 
3c the absolute square launched waves ~lre 

lao I2= tcl -l r LI2)kTLzo, 

Ibol2= t(1 -l r c 12)kT cZo· 

Then in figure 3b the absolute square elements of the matri x (/0 ha ve the form 

I °12_ 1(1 ' r ' 1 2) 7T'~ a i - 2 -I i . Ie i~O· 

J II the characteristic impedance is complex, then 20 in (3.33) and following work must be replaced by 

z,-t(Re zo )[1+ 2 1m Zo 1m r lR e zo( l - Ir l')] 

as may be verified by direct calculation of Rc z in terms of r. The correction factor is very close to unity. If the COlT~ct ion is carried forward to 
(3.38) and (3.39), and ihence to (6.1), it will alm ost completely cancel, except to the extent thut differences in Zo and r i for arms 1 and 2 alter the 
slight depart ure from uni ty of the aboye expression. This correction is in practice smaller t han the corrections retained and is t herefore dropped 
at th is point. 
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If the two-ports of figure 3a are either lossless 01' ftt 0 oK, they will l11ftke no thermal 
contribution to e; or T; of figure 3b. The temperature T; equivalent to e; is obtained in 
terms of T i and the properties of the two-port from (3.22) ftnd (3.33) . The ftbsolute square 
incident wftves ftt the reference pl:mes of the junction are then 

(3.34) 

However, when the scftttering matrices are each at some temperature Ti, (3.22) must contain 
an ftdditional term proportional to Ti. EquaLion (3.22) so modified ftnd (3.33) give 

(3.35) 

where T i is the temperature of the i th source of reflection coeffLcient r ;, Ti is the tempera,
ture of the i th scattering matrix, A i is a coefficient to be determined, and T; is the temperature 
of the ith equivalent source of reflection coefficient r ;, as in figure 3b. We can evaluate the 
coefficient A i by noting that, when T ,= Ti= Tr" we must also have by the Second Law of 
Thermodynamics T;= To. Dividing by 2kTozo fLnd reftlTfLnging , we obtain 

IsiI12(l - lr iI2) 
1 l- si,r 11 211- r ;12 

Substituting this value into (3.35) we may write 

or, equivftlently, 

(3.36) 

which reduces to the former value of T; for Ti= O. 
Hence in figure 3ft the absolute square incident waves ftre in general 

(3.37) 

which are to be substituted into the absolute square of (3.32). The terms t IT3112(1- 1 r;1 2)kTI ZO 
and t IT3212(1 - [ r W )lcT2zo arc constant if r;, r ~, Tt, ftnd T 2 are constant. 

For convenience we will absorb certain constants of proportionality into new definitions 
characteristic of the equivalent sources on ftrms 1 and 2 of figure 4 : 

(3.38) 
and 

(3.39) 
Also, let 

and 

which are constant Lo the degree Sil and 8;1 ftl'e constftnt. 'Ve shall also wish to compare the 
temperatures of the two sources mftilll~- in terills of the Pll elements of the cascading matrix 
defined in (3.19) . Hence we define 

and 
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lYe cn n HOW " Tile the absolute squnre of (3.32) as 

Ib' 12=IT ' 12 lal2 + IT ' 12 J£L 
" 31 IPll l2 ~ 3Z Iqll lZ' (3.40) 

apart from all ,lddilive COJl stant. 
~ The impor lan t r esulL is that, as m odula tion of PIl a nd qll is in trod uced , the tim e dependent 

prLr t of IbW depends on tbe excess ternpenll ures (TI- T I) :Lnd (Tz- T 2). 

4. Radiometer Analysis- Receiver Portion 

We now describe the tmnsillission of b~= b3+ bg, elll ergenL from Lhe Lee, through the 
mixer-IF network. Physically, we must itCcount for Lhc following: possible image suppres
sion, frequency conversion of both sig nal and i ll lHge, filterillg cn'ccl of TF b:tllclwidth, nnd 
addition of noise power b y the mixer a lld IF. Fro lll t he 1I111th ema tical description o[ the 
s uperhet.erodyne process, the mixer sboulcl be co nsi dered a t hree- terminal-pa il' device, III 

which inputs at signal Hl'ld inwge fr equc ncies illusl be co nsidered, ns well as t he output at 
the intermediate frequenc~" . 

W e formulate the s.,-stelll or eq ualions Ci esc ribillg the l11ixc1' 1wd H' ns follows. L et e 
b e th e ineidenL andf 1 he e lll crgen t W1wes, Iu nct ions o[ !'rcq uenc.,-; leL th e maLrix [J cila1'acle1'
ille the sCfLttering properLies; andleL th e a rg lllllcills 1I ± 1I0 be indi e,l lec1 b.,- Lhe subscripts ± , 
that is, e+=e(II+lIo)=e+(II), e2 = e2(1I), cle. Th e Illi xel'-l li' neLwork SllO ,,"n in fig Ul'e 5 lll fly b e 
described by 

If+] lUll UI Z 11
13

] le+] II ] l 0 ] ( _ = UZI Un U23 e _ + 1 O · 

.r~ U31 U32 U 33 p ~ 1 i (II )n(lI) 

(4.1) 

LOCAL OSCILLATOR 
FREOUENCY 

.1 1 i.l'l'r- 1 F network, desCT ibed b!! the 
/lw i ri)' U. 

Matrix clements U 31 and U32 arc similarl.'" [un cLions of fr equ ency, a nd m a:r be written as the 
produ ct of an IF amplitude r esponse i(lI) :Lnd an RF r esponse 1'±=1'(II ± 110) = 1'±(II). Thus 
U31 = i(II)1' +, and u3z=i(]I )1'_ . Ampli tude responscs ar c indi cfLted by lower-case letters, and 
power response by capi tal letters, r elated thus: X(II)X*(]I) = X(II), wher e * denotes complex con
jugate. Thermal noise has b ecn trcated by consid ering b~ and aL all other noise is acco un ted 
for by th e quantity n. For convenLional mixers, UI2 = UI3=U21= U23 = 0. 

In the absence of any sources b eyond the IF terminals we furlh er define r by e2 = rj2. 
Thus the wave emerging from the mixer-IF is 

W e obtain using the rms ampli tudes in (3 .40 ) 

(4.2) 

Using Parseval 's theorem, let us avcrage Lh e powcr in cidcnL on lhe mixer-IF output Ler
mination over times long comparccl wilh I hc Jli' p('J' iod bu 1 short comparcd with th e modula Lion 
pcriod by ,uiting 

J}- ~- I [ '" l' (*(/ 
-'-0 . _",.2,2 II. 

( 4.:3) 
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We note that we are concerned only with sums of absolute squares, as a+, a_, C+, and c 
are all un correlated. 

We note also that corresponding terms taken in + and - by pairs are symmetric about 
v= O, as are J (v), Il - ru331 2, and In12, so that the in tegrand as a whole is symmetric in v, as it 
must be, and may be replaced by twice the integral from ° to co. 

vVe also suppose that J (v) is relatively so narrow in the neighborhood of Vi ! that all other 
qu antities in the integrand may be replaced by their mean values over the band about Vi! ' 

Vh also choose to assume local symmetry about V = Vo in the absolu te squares of a, c, 
T~ J , T~2' PII, and qll , considered individually as functions o[ the arguments v± vo. Specifically , 
we aSSUJ11e a,t V = V i IJ 

Then by virtue of the symmetry of lal2 about the origin of its argument, imposed by the reality 
condition , nam ely, 

we have 

and similarly for the other named quantities.2 

'iVe do not assume such local symm etry in the RF response R , in order to account for any 
RF frequency dependences, such as introduced by possible image suppression filters perhaps 
placed in arm 3 of the junction. Nevertheless, the sum R ++ R _ is symmetric about v=O. 

Applying these considerations to (4.3), but temporarily leaving R + + R _ under the integral , 
we obtain 

1 CIT' 12 ITI \2 )f'" 1 f '" p = Il - r 12 ~ lal2+ -..E IcI2 U(v)dv+ Il - r IzInl2 l(v )dv+ cons tant, 
Zo U 33 P II q II - '" Zo U 33 - '" 

( 4.4) 

where the quantities outside the in tegral are evaluated at V= V;f and where 

( 4.5) 

We now introduce the equivalent IF bandwidth referred to the response at Vill 

1 f '" f::J.V = 2J(V if) _'" J (v)dv . (4.0 ) 

Finally, extracting R++R_, we have 

p ( 4.7) 

where the quantities are evaluated at Vii' 

This is the power emergen t from the IF amplifier in terms of the waves a and C leaving the 
two noise sources which are to be compared, and contains the effects of the waveguide attenu
ators and modulators and all noise. 

The following illustrates the power sp ectrum at various points in the receiver to provide 
a b etter qualitative understanding of r eceiver operation . The receiver may observe an RF 
spectral region U' (v), qualitatively like the rectangular p air example in figure 6. This result 
is available by simple and obvious ch anges of variables in the [un ction U (v) in (4 .5).3 

, If such symmctry docs not exist in the spcctral charactcristics of a and c, then they must be t reated as R immediately below. Lack of sym
metry would canse errorS in the radiometry unless circumvented by image suppression. 

3 In the right-hand membcr of (4.5). first make the chan ge of variable v'=v+vo in t he term R (v+vo) J(v), to obtain R (v') l (v' -vo). 'rhen make the 

change v" =v-vo in the term R (v-vo) T(v) to obtain R (v") l (v" -vo)' Dropping the primes and adding, we obtain the new function of ' . 

U'(v) = R (v)[J(v+ vol+ [ (v-vol ]. 
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The power )'epresented by (4.7 ) is slowly modulated at an audioIrequency v", throu gh the 
lime dependenc e of Pll and qll . The IF amplifi er is usuall~T followed by an envelope detector. 
Xear the origin the spectral dis tribu tion of the outp ut of an unfil tered second detector of the 
quadratic , quadratic envelope, or lin ear envelope type is qualitatively similar to the example 
Q(v) in figure 7. Quantitative results for the quadratic envelope and lincur envelope detec tors 
arc given in Lawson and Uhlenbeck [1950]. 

An audiofrequency filter at Vm of width !J. ve selects the Iundam ental lllodulated compon ent 
of the second detector output voltage, designated by subscrip t m , and rejects the d-c and 
second harmonic components. The spectral density VJ'(v) after the audiofrequency filter is 
qualitatively similar to the example shown in figure 8, where the frequency scale has been 
appropriately expanded. 

To obtain a d-c output to drive a chart recorder , the modulation filter output may be fur
tber rectified by a third detector. Analysis may be carried through quantitatively for the case of 
no modulation signal , depending on th e particular type of detector. For eith er a quadratic en
velope or linear envelope detector, th e spectral distribu tion WI (v ) is qualitatively similar to 
figure 9, with details available in Lawson and Ublenbeck [1950] as to the dependence of the 
spike area and triangle heigh t on ·W (v",) and B e. If a signal at v", is presen t due to the modu 
lation , the spike area will greaLly increase ; and there will also be a con tinuous rectangular 
spectrum arising from beats of signal and noise, also described in Lawson <tnd Uhlenbeck 
[1950] . To Jurtb er reduce out put flu ctuations, the extent of the spectrum m a~T be cut oft at an 
arbitrarily sma]] frequency (for example less than B e) by cOlltrolling the bandwidth or the low 
pass fil ter. 

The recorder is driven by this specLrum , the area under th e zero Jreq ll ene~T component 
providing the mean deflection and the nonzero components contribu ting to the residual fluctua
tions. The receiver thus finally indi cates that Fourier ampli tude at 01" ncar II", (01" its square 
if there are two squ are-law devices) of the tim e-varying power given by (4.7 ). Speeifi caJl y , 
the receiver is very insensitive to the co nstant term s in that eq uation. 

U'O/) 

+ /1 

FI G URE 6. Spectral l·egion observed by receiver oj rec
tang nlar pair res ponse (no i l1lage suppression). 

0 (11) 
SPIKE AREA " 

I 02 0/02 " 1602{ANkT/s2 

I HEIGHT" 

: --------- 2 0 2 FH" S02 (ANk To)2 8 

- 8 B + /I 

FI GURE 7. Spectral den sity n ear the origin of ou tpu t 
of square law second detector , fe d by rectangular 
pair . 

If the inpu t noise power is modulated corresponding to a tom pera
ture change Ll. T , Signal p eaks, qualitatively shown by the dotied 
Ji nes, appear at the fi rst and secon d harm onic, correspondin g to 
a signal amplitude proportional to Ll. T. A la rge d·e component 
('xists [Lawson and Ull Ion beck , 1950] . 'l'he d-e compon en t a nd 
tllC second hannon ic peaks are discriminated against by a modula
tion frequency fil ter. 'J:'b is avoids practical problems of the lIsw1.1 
d-e detection such as d·c gain instabilities ancl could racil itate the 
obtaining of narrow post-dotoction band widths by syn chronous 
detection at JIm , for example. 
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F IGU R E 9. Qu alitative spectral densit y after a third 
delectoT fed by W (v) oj fi gure 8. 

'1'he an al ~Tsis is that of a C \V signal in a band of noise 6/JG [Lawson 
and Uhlenbeek , 19501. A large doc com ponent exists. B esults 
arc qua li tatively sim ilar fo r either a sq uare-law detector or a linear 
detector. lJ'ho dependence of the spike arca and the continuous 
spoctra on signal and noise lllay be found in the reference, for both 
cases. 



--------

5 . Radiometer Output Fluctuations 

Output fluctuations should be analyzed to estimate to what extent, if any, they may limit 
the attainable accuracy. The general problem is that of modulated noise passing through 
successive stages of detection, any stage of which may consist of quadratic, linear envelope, 
or some other kind of detector. To get solutions for the purpose of either design evaluation 
or performance evaluation, the problem must be specialized to a particular configuration. 
Examination of many possible designs is beyond the in tent of this paper; bu t for completeness 
a particularly simple example will be given, which is satisfactory for our purpose, and which 
is a slight extension of the usual analyses in that it discusses the modulation filter and the 
third detection . More refined analyses may be made using the appropriate references [Rice, 
1945; Lawson and Dhlenbeck, 1950 ; Colvin , 1959]. 

At the balance condition, even though l a~ 1 2 and laW are modulated, IbW appears unmodu
lated . We shall calculate the fluctuations in the absence of modulation of !bW, and then 
compare them with a signal due only to the modulation of Ib£12, assuming that the fluctuations 
do no t significantly change when modulation is introduced. We shall assume that the input 
to the second detector is a noise amplitude, j et ), having Gaussian probability density, char
acterized by some noise figure N which contains both the equivalent source temperature To 
which produces b~, and noise arising within th e mixer- IF. We shall assume, in figure 2b, a 
quadratic second detector, followed by a modulation filter and by a linear third detector. 
The input to the square-law second detector consists solely of a noise voltage j et ) of spectral 
density F (v) given by the in tegrand of (4.3 ). The autocorrelation function of this voltage, 

>/;, = Jill! -T1 r'" l(t )./(t + T)dt , 
'I'~oo .1 0 

is related to the spectral densi ty by 

>/;,= 2 i '" F (v) cos 27rVTdv; (5.1) 

and the mean square value of thc vol tage is 

>/;0=2 i '" F (v) dv. (5.2) 

Rice [1945 , his eq (4.10- 1)] has shown that for n, quadratic device [output q(t ) 
= ap (t )] the autocorrelation Junction of the output is given in terms of the autocorrelation 
function of the input by 

(5.3) 

The power spectrum is , since 'Ii (T ) = 'Ii ( - T ), 

Q(v) = 2 r'" \ji (r) cos 27rV TdT. Jo (5 .4) 

Conversely, since Q(v) = Q( -v), we have 

'Ii (T)= 2 r'" Q(v) cos 27rVTrlV . Jo (5.5) 

We note in passing that practical square-law detectol's responding Lo band-limited 
noise abou t some intermediate freque ncy do not often have this law, as they do not respond 
to the second harmonic component implicit in the law. R ather, th e~T may be more properly 
called quadratic envelope detectors, having output proportional to the square of the envelope 
or f(t), that is, to t he power averaged over many IF cycles. Nevertheless, it may be verified 
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that for band-limiLed noise such as from an IF amplifier , the output spectra of the quadratic 
deLectol' and Lhe qlhldnlLic envelope detector a re identical except for contribu tions in Lhe neigh
borhood of the second hfLrmonic, which are filLered fLuyway. vYe may thus consider the 
analysis or the <1 uaciraL ic detecLor quite applicable. 

Let G(v)1 de note the power response of the modulation filter. Then the spectral density 
W (v) shown in figure g aL Lhe output of the modulation filter is 

W (v )= G(v) Q(v). (5.6) 

L et us proceed to assemble W (v). From (5 .4 ), (5 .3), and (5.6) we obtain, after integration, 

(5.7) 

using the representation 

(5.8) 

which has the pTOpel'ty 

J-~ A(v) o(v)dv= A (O). (5.9) 

The convolution theorem sLaLes that the Fourier transform of the product of two functions 
is the convolution of their transforms. Thus, using * to m ean convolu te rather th an complex 
{;onj ugate, 

(5. 10) 

a n even function of /I. Using this relation, (5.7 ) becomes 

W (v) = a2G(v )["'60 (v ) + 2F* FJ . (5.11 ) 

Figures 7 and 8 show Q(v ) and W (v ) for a par ticular example. 

liVe wish to find the mean square fluctuations w2 - "ijj2 in wet ), the volLfLge after Lhe modula
tion filter . It is obvious that 

and 
w = qg(O), (5.12) 

wh ere g(/I ) is the ampli tude r esponse oJ G(v). For the case in h and, g(O)=O. 
The mean square yoltage after the modula tion filter is t he integral of W (v) over all frequen

cies. The function F* F, which is related to the IF amplifier response l (v), is very slowly varying 
over the band of G(v). vVe assu me that it m ay be replaced by its valu e at /I", and removed 
from under the integral sign. Hence we have 

(5.13) 

,Ye define the equi valent width of the function G(v ) in the usual way, 

1 J' ro ,olva= ?G() G(v) dv. 
,l.J Vm - 00 

(5.14) 

Yalues or ,olva for a number of filters arc given b.v Colvin [1959]. 
fi[ter the modulation filter arc then 

The mean square flucLu aLions 

(5. 15) 

which is simply t he arCH, or the continuous specLrum illusLra tecl by figure 8. 
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The fun ction F (v) is propor tional to l ev) by (4 .4) and (4 .5 ), since R (v + vo )+ R (v- vo) IS 
slowly varying where l ev) is significantly differen t from zero . 

The form of F (v) m ay then be l'e"written as 

F (v) = A (T o/To+n)k Tol (v )= ANk Tol (v), (5.16) 

where A is a constan t of the ins trum ent, To is the equivalen t t emperature of the equivalen t 
source a t the r eceiver input terminals described in figure 3c and (3.32), and n accounts for con
stan t noise. For the purpose at hand, it is sufficient to ascribc all this noise power density 
to an operating noise factor N, in the usual way, as shown. 'Ve remark parenthetically the 
well-k nown ['act that N depends on T o; and the bet ter the noise factor, the more sensitive is 
lhe dependence . From (5.16 ), i t is evident tha t 

'Writing /::"W= ( /::"W2) 1/2 for simplicity , the outpu t fluctuations are 

N ext we ask what output signal occurs when we in tentionally introdu ce an equivalent 
temperature change /::,.T 0 a t the input to the receiver. W e note that F, 1/;0, and (j will change 
by amounts /::"F= Ak/::"Tol (v), /::"1/;0, and a/::,.fo, r espectively. If this change is carried out 
sinusoidally at the modulation frequency, assumed slow compared to the times over which the 
correlatioll functions and spectral densities are evaluated , a signal of amplitude W s will pass 
the modulation filter such that 

This amplitude could be obtained more form ally and elegantly perhaps, bu t surely less directly , 
by incorporating the effect of modulation into f (T) and Q(v); but for this purpose the simpler 
argument will do . Following Colvin [1959], we may obtain the equivalent width of the func
tion 1*1 as 

1 f oo. 1 [[ 00 J2 
/::"V[*I= 21*1 10 - 00 J*ldv= 2I*J lo . - 00 l (v)dv , (5.17) 

using (5.16), (5.10), (5.8), (5.9 ), and (5.2 ). Values for a number of such receiver responses 
are given in figure 10, and are found to be closely related to the wiel th of the IF response. 

6VI*C B R 
I I ( v ) n 
0 

6VI*I' ~ B A B ~ ( V) 
_ Imax / 2 1\ 
0 

RECTANGULAR 

LORENTZ IAN 
(SINGLE TUNE D 
CIRCU IT) 

FI GUR E 10. B andwidths for several IF responses 
[after Colvin , 19591 . 

In terJll S of these quan tities the ratio of rm s noise fluctua tions to signal amplitude is 

--- -~--

/::"w/Ws= (-/2NTo//::,.T 0) (/::"v o//::"V I*I) 112 (I*l l v m/I *I I 0) 1/ 2. 
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'I'll(' t hird [actor is very close to unity because v", is close to zero comparee! to th e IF bandwidth, 
n,nd we neglect its dep n,r ture from uni ty. For signal to I1uctuation ratio of uni t.\~, we find , 
dropping the subscrip t G on t:;.To, 

t:;.T= , i2(t:;. 1' o/ t:;. 1',* /) 1/ 2 N T o. (5 .] 9) 

Th e ftnalysis of an UlllHodulated r adiometer employing d-e ou tpu t ftnd low-p ass post-d etection 
smoothing filter is contained in (5. 13) and (5. 12 ) and gives the same result as (5.19). The 
result essen tially agrees with Dick e [1946]. 

So far t he m iniln mll detectable t:;.T depends only upon two b andwid ths and the sys tem 
noise figure. It depends upon signal level only as this enters into the noise factor. In the 
spectrum of the fluctuations, the d-c t erms have b een suppressed by the use of modulation and 
the modulation fil ter , so the drift is eli:tninated to the extent that a-c amplifiers are more s table 
in gain than d-c amplifiers . Furthermore, gain variations at frequ encies outside th e b andwidth 
of the modulation filter do no t affect the b alance. In practical instrumen ts, narrow bandwidth 
at v", may be obtained by twin-tee circuitry, tuned feedback amplification, or synchronous 
detection at this point. We no te in pftssing that du e to the spectral distribu tion shown in 
ftgure 7 having a triangular shape, there is in principal a reduction of background noise when 
1'm--7B . In our case v", is relatively close to zero , and the effect is unimpor tftn t. In some 
applications sensitivity may be increased by raising the modulation frequency. 

Corresponding to ft miniln um detectable temperature change is a minimum delectable 
change in available noise power given by 

(5.20) 

Equ ations (5. 19) and (5.20 ) were used to compute the sensitivi ty of a receiver wi th a rectangu
Iftr pair reception filter and an ideal low-pass smoothing filter . The com puted figures agree 
well with experimental value, indicating that the assmnp tions employed in this sect ion ftre 
reasonable. 

It is not too difficul t, followin g L awson and Uhlenbeck [1950], to co ntinue the an alysis 
through the third detector and to examin e the various possible combinations such as qu adratic
quadratic, qu adratic-linear , linear-lin eftr , and linear-qu adratic. Only qu ftli tative resul ts 
will be no ted here, however. For th e linear-lin ear and qu adratic-linear combinations, the over
all rms flu ctuation-to-signal dependence is of t he form o[ (5. 18) excep t wi th t:;.Vf{, the width of 
the low-pass fil ter, replacing t:;. 1'a, and thus enabling a narrower post-detection bandwicl th. 
For the qu adrat ic-qu adratic and linear-quadratic cases, the over all rm s fluctuation to signal 
dependence is as 

The equivalen t post-detection b and is the geometric m ean of the G and H filter widths. The 
cri terion , nns fluctuation equal to signal, still gives an expression of the form of (5. 19) for mini
mum detectable f!.T. 

6. Balancing Procedures 

Modulation of the elements Pij and q ij of the cascading m atrices P and Q by any function 
o[ time produces a related time dependence of the power Pin (4.7 ), through the two t erms in 
which lal2 and Icl2 appear. For the t erm in lal2 the m ajor time dependence is in the fac tor 
J/lpJl I2. The quantity I T~ 1 1 of (4.7 ) is sligh tly tilne dependent through 8)1 (an elem ent of th e 
scattering matrix corresponding to the cascading matrix P ) and through r; and r; whi ch 
enter in T31 • However, the ti:tne dependence contribu ted by these factors m ay be verified to be 
at greatest of the second order in sm all quan tities (that is, small scattering m atrix clemen ts or 
reflection coefficients) . For the purposes of this work, this is assum ed negligible compared to 
the zero th-ord er time dependence of 1/IPIl 12. 
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I n (4 .7 ) we may then set the fundamental modulation fr equency componen t of the power 
P to a minimum given by (5.19) and (5.20 ). The radiometer is used as in figure lla wi th sources 

10 I NULL 
FI GURE: 1 l. B rllanein g procedure , E x a m ple Il. 

Su bstiwtion of standa rd 1'3. ra for unknown 'T!. r l. 

NU LL 
I bl 

Tt , f l and Tz, f 2 of (3.38) and (3.39) on arms 1 and 2 r espectively. We take T 1 = T 2= To 
for the tempera ture of networks P and Q. W' e designa te t he fund am ental of the time-depend
ent factors by the subscrip t m . 1£ the modula tion responses or P and Q are carefully assured 
to be opposite in phase at the fund amental modula tion frequency, b ala,nce requires th at 

(6. 1) 

We h ave recognized that the fundamental component of the reciprocal of a function of t ime 
is no t in general equal to the r eciprocal of the fundamental componen t of the function. Equa
tion (6. 1) is important as the balance equation of t he instrument, from which m easurem en ts 
and errors for any m ethod of operation may be obtained. 

Example A . If we substitu te a source T3, f 3 of absolutely known value, here supposed to 
be the standard, on arm 1 as in figure lIb, and rebalance by adjusting only PH to a changed 
value p~[ , we have the n ew b alance equation 

(6.2) 

N ote that f tS~l has gone into f 3Sif because of the source interchange and the readjustmen t 
of the network P. The qu anti ty IT3t lz depends on the r eflection coefficien t placed on arm 1, 
from (3.25 ) and (3.28) through (3.31). The dependence st ems from t erms only of second order 
and higher in small qu an tities (that is, reflection coefficien ts or small scattering matrix ele
men ts) . In practice this dependence m ay be r educed to terms of higher order if isolators, which 
tend to keep f~ constant although f t changes, are included in arm 1. Similar remarks apply 
to lT32 lz. 

T he source T2 , r 2 serves only as a r eference comparison, and its characteristics as well as 
th e ch aracteristics of t ransmission in arm 2 are eliminated between (6.1) and (6.2). We ob tain 
for source 1 in terms or source 3, 

(6.3) 

'where we have abbreviated >.2= (l II Pll I2) m and 

(6.4) 

The error factor 1'JA requires knowledge of only the two addi tional quantities S~l and s]L both 
n early equal and easily measured. If the matching is good, 1'JA is very nearly uni ty. This is 
the mode of operation presently in use at the National Bureau of Sta,nclards. 
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As a practicnJ poinL, iL i \\'orLh noting that the choice or the transmission characterisLics 
of Lhe three-port juncLion may be chosen Lo advantage in special cases. l?or use as in EXlllllple 
A, we may choose a directional coupler raLher than a llybl'id tee and secure th e required Lhrot
tling of T2 by lhe coupling factor insLead of by fln n.Llenuator ill nrLworl;;: Q. This design avoids 
an approximn.Lr 3 db power loss or Lhe 10w-temperaLure source ill the junction and impro ves 
th e se n s iLiviL~' as d('scribed below. The presen t md iollleLer an n.lysis is general enough to 
apph- Lo Lhis des ign also. 

When only cOlllparison or sources at high temperaLure ('" 11 ,000 OK ) is required, sensitivity 
or eOJllparison is increased by th e ability to keep the attenuation ratio in network P about unity 
instead of throttling the high-temperature sources down to the level of the low-temperature 
('" 1,000 0J{) hot-body standard source. Then a change t.Tl or t.T2 in the sources is trans
mi tLed to the receiver unattenuated, and this quanti ty :must be equal to or greater than the 
minimmn detectable change given by (5.1 9). Otherwise only the attenuated change r eaches 
the receiver, and correspondingly greater change at the sources is required to produce the 
minimum detectable change at the receiver. 

E xample B. The constants of the instrument, T3l , T32 , and qll, may be eliminated by 
inlerchanging sources 1 and 2 in (6.1) and adjusting PII to a changed value pil for rebfllan ce, 
as in figure 12 , which also challges 8~1 to 8ii. Eliminntion of the above consLants beLween 

NULL 

Fr<:l ' ,m 12 . B etlancinq procedure, Example B. 
Interchange of 'J':, I'll and T2, r 2. 

NULL 

(6.1) and the corresponding equaLion describing the interchange gives for source 1 111 Lerms 
of source 2, 

(6.5) 
where 

(6.6) 

Again, 'riB is very close to unity for good matching. In this metbod , evaluation of 'riB r equires 
knowledge of the additional quantity 8il , also easily measured. This method is bes t used for 
sources of similar T, f . For, if the temperatures are too dissimilar, it requires excessive throt
tling in both arms, resulting in poor sensitivity. But the more similar the source reflection 
coefficients, the closer 1]B becomes to unity. 

Example O. An alternative method of operation may be convenien t when many unknown 
sources are to be compared in succession with the standard, T3 , f 3 . As a preliminary adjust
ment, trial sources 1 and 2 of similar T and f are repeatedly interchanged on arms 1 and 2, 
and Pll, qll, and T2 are adjusted until further interchange does not disturb the bnlan ce. Th en 
ill (6.1) A= Ac and 8Il=8iL and we may solve for the instrum entfll constant 

IT3212 ( _ 1_ ) = A21 1- f I8iI I1 1- f 2Si ,l. 
IT31 12 Iqll l2 m c Il - r j slf ll l - f 2slfl (6.7) 
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The standard source T3 , f 3 may then be permanently installed on arm 2 as in figure 13 . Then 
for any source T, f installed on arm 1 and balanced to the standard without further adjust
ment in arm 2, but onl~T by adjustment of pi! to a new value Pll (and sif to Si, and Ac to A), 
we have from the form of (6.5) corresponding to this situation and from (6.7), 

where 

71c 
[ 1 - f ls~, [[ 1 - f2si, [ [1- f sL [2 
[1- f1slf [ [1- f 2sif[ [1- f 3Si, [2' 

(6.8) 

(6.9) 

Again, 71c is very close to unity for well matched units. 

NULL 

FIGURE 13. Balancing proced1lre, Example C. 
COlnparison of unknown ']', r with Ta, r3, having previously car

bra ted tho instrumental constants. 

These exarnples serve to illustrate the nurnerous methods of possible operation, not all of 
which are independent. For example, it is stated without proof that Example C reduces to 
Example B for T , f = TI , fl' and T3 , r 3= T2 , f 2 • Also Example C reduces to Example A if 
T3 , f a replaces T, f in the left-hand member of (6.8) and T2, f 2 replaces T3, f 3 in the right
hand member. 

7. Typical Error Analysis 

So far we have not assumed any specific configuration for the arms of the radiometer. 
In order to demonstrate that a ratio such as (1 /[pfl [ 2)m! (1 /[ Pll [ 2 )m= A~/A2 is an attenuation 
ratio, and to evaluate error factors numerically, we choose a particular case where one arm 
consists of an attenuator and a modulator. Addition of isolators before or after this combina
tion will not [dfect the result because of the properties of isolators. 

liVe write n, cascading matrix of the type defined by (3.18) for an attenuator with atten
uation [W, 

1 [1 L=7 
f ll 

- f12 ] 

l 2_ f n f l2 ' 

( 7.1) 

where we have used the reciprocal nature of the attenuator. 
We wish to write the cascading matrix M for the general case of a nonreciprocal modulator 

in such a wa,y that we may easily find the fundamental component of 1/[ Pll [2. The scattering 
matrix is 

(7.2) 

) 
[ 

We assume the elements are constant functions of frequency over the RF pass band, and we ~ 
display the slow time dependence at the modulation frequency. This time dependence in 
practice is, unfortunately, generally diff{)rent in form and magnitude for each element. From 
(7.1 ), (7.2 ), and (3 .19 ) we may form the total cascading matrix, find the element Pll = (LM) 11 , 

and finally find 

1 lml(t) 
lJll 1- f I2 f ml (t) 
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If we Lake the two time dcpendences to be real and separable, of the ['orm m) (t )=md(t ) and 
r m1(t) = f m1g(t ), we see that 

where the terms through second order in small quantities (the reflection coefficients) times 
g(t) are displayed. vVhen the fundamental component >..2 of each term is taken, to a very high 
degree of approximation, 

because of almost complete cancellation of the second-order terms. This cancellation is the 
more complete the more constant r 12 is with attenuator setting. Introducing ex and "I, the 
attenuator readings in decibels corresponding to IW and Il cl2, respectively, 

Il cI 2/l l I2= 10- (1' -a) / 10. (7.3) 

N umerical evalu ation of our rcsults will permit examinaLion of the relative importance 
of each source of error . First, the atLenuator calibration may be certified to ± 0 .01 db. Sec
ond, the elTor in measurement of the standard temperature T3 may be ± 5 °I\: or ± 0.022 db. 
The output flu ctuations given by (5. 19 ) can be made negligible compared to other errors. 
Third, assuming the numerical magnitudes Ir l=l r ll=l r 21=l r 31= 0.030 , 18 l d=18l~ I=18rl l= 0.050 
(any differences may be accounted for more precisely in practice), and allowing for the most un
fortunate l)hases, we find from (6.4 ), (6.6), and (6.9) that the bounds on the 11 'S are I11Als O.026 
db, l11n l S 0.026 db , and hel s 0 .052 db. 1£ one did not know or did not wish to carry t he 
reflection coefficients associated with each source, one could write (6.3), for example, as 

(7.4) 

where we take 7)D= 11.4(1-l r 312)/(1-l r) 12). H tbis ('1'1'01' limit were tolerable, (7.4 ) could be 
used for the radiometer. Imperfect 111 atching may in pracLice con Lribute significan t error, so 
that it is eviden tly desirable to m.atch the system as well as possibl e. 

Table 1 gives a comparison of an early model (1958) NBS radiometer wiLh a sLill earlier 
(1946) MIT radiometer n,ncl with n, mn,ser-TvVT rn,diomeLer at Columbia. The m easured out
put flu ctu ation of the NBS radiometer was ± 0.2 OK, which agrees roughly with (5.19). This 
indicates that our assumptions are in some measure reasonable. 

TABLE 1. Calculated pe1J ormance oj th1'ee mdi ometeTs 

Performance characteristic MIT N BS Col umbia · 

---------------_·------------------1-------1---------------
R eceiver noise fi gurc_ _ _ _ _ __ ___ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ 25 
IF band"idth C;vl. I _________________________________ ~Ic/s-- 8 
Low-pass filtcr bw 2,,-C;vG ____________________________ sec-'__ 0.4 
Calculated C; T ________________________________ ________ 0 K __ 0.95 
Calculated minimum detecta ble power challge ____ ergs/sec-- 1. OXlO-9 

a Drake et aJ. [1958]. 

8. Summary 

3.2 
10 
0.2 
0. 08 
0.96XlO-1O 

5. 5 

0.02 
0.15 X IO-1O 

It is possible to derive a very general expression for the voltn,ge wave emergent from. one 
port of a multiport microwave junction, whieh itself contains sources, and to the arms of which 
are connected general microwave two-ports themselves termin ated by acti':e sources. This 
expression may be speciali zed to a class of microwave radiometers consisting of 9; three-port 
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junction, to the arms of which are connected, through general microwave two-ports used for 
measurement, respectively a microwave source to be measured, a standard source in terms of 
which the measurement is made, and a receiver. The analysis is sufficiently complete to 
identify clearly many conditions which bear on the accuracy of measurement of the unknown 
source, and to quantitatively evalu ate them, or to keep them below some tolerable con tribution. 

In particular, noise arising from lossy elements anywhere in the microwave network can 
be explicitly taken into account. The familiar result obtains, namely that the noise associated 
with the excess of the source temperature over the radiometer temperature is observed; but 
this resul t is now subject to the important condition that all lossy elements of the radiometer 
proper be at the same temperature. Adequate isolation among arms is required to avoid 
contributions from arms other than the desired one. Departures from ideal impedance match 
in the microwave arms require corrections, which arc here evaluated to second order in small 
quantities; this analysis constitutes the main quantitative result of the paper. For radiometers 
designed for rapid comparison of two sources, exactly opposite phase in the switching or modula
tion is necessary. I solation against impedance ch anges in each arm becomes necessary for 
valid measurement. Correct treatment of the image response of the receiver is also necessary. 

An analysis oJ flu ctuations extends previous results for radiometers which are designed 
for the continuous observation of a source, and which therefore have low pass filters after the 
second detector. The extension applies to radiometers which are designed for rapid com
parison of two sources by switching or modulation, and which therefore have band pass filters 
after the second detector. The sensitivity to souree temperature change is dependent on the 
receiver noise factor, the limi ting IF bandwidth, and the low frequency filter bandwidth in the 
same way as previously. The sensitivity of radiometers with a third detector operating on the 
signal at the switching or modulation frequency depends on the pa.rticular combination of 
linear or quadratic second and third detectors used. The spectral distribution of the fluctua
tions at various circui t points is useful as an aid to understanding and design. 

A general balance equation for the instrument, subject to explicit simplifying conditions, ,I 

may be derived and specialized to three convenient modes of operation in order to account j 
for constants of the instrument appropriate to the two input paths. These modes are (a) 
substitution of a standard source for an unknown source on a particular arm, (b) interchange . 
of a standard source and an unknown source on the two arms, and (c) calibration of the instru-
ment so as to allow immediate comparison of an unknown source with a permanently affixed 
standard. Measurement is accomplished in terms of only the 821 (or Pll ) el ement of the equiv-
alent scattering (or cascading) matrix of the measurement arm. 

Corrections to the measurement explicitly appear in terms of a relatively few pertinent 
reflection coefficients and scattering matrix elements . These expressions may be used either 
to correct the observations or to keep the errors within acceptable limits. Typically, reflection 
coefficient magnitudes of a few hundredths require correction of a few hundredths db . An 
important result is that mismatch of the standard and unknown sources to the waveguide 
transmission line requires correction only as the difference of the absolute squares of their 
reflection coefficients, and so may often reduce the severity of error if the sources are similarly 
mismatched . 

Radiometers in use at the National Bureau of Standards, to which this analysis is applic
able, have been previously described by Estin, Trembath, Wells, and Daywitt [1960], and by 
Wells , Daywitt, and Miller [1962]. 

Early work on NBS microwave noise standards was carried out by J. J. Freeman and 
C. R. Greenhow. Experimental work was carried out by M. M. Anderson. Acknowledge
ment is due W. R. Atkinson , R. W. Beatty, E. L. Crow, A. J. Estin, and J. S. Wells for their 
suggestions. 
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